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Abstract: Many attempts have been made to construct new domain-specific knowledge graphs
using the existing knowledge base of various domains. However, traditional “dictionary-based” or
“supervised” knowledge graph building methods rely on predefined human-annotated resources of
entities and their relationships. The cost of creating human-annotated resources is high in terms of
both time and effort. This means that relying on human-annotated resources will not allow rapid
adaptability in describing new knowledge when domain-specific information is added or updated
very frequently, such as with the recent coronavirus disease-19 (COVID-19) pandemic situation.
Therefore, in this study, we propose an Open Information Extraction (OpenIE) system based on
unsupervised learning without a pre-built dataset. The proposed method obtains knowledge from
a vast amount of text documents about COVID-19 rather than a general knowledge base and add
this to the existing knowledge graph. First, we constructed a COVID-19 entity dictionary, and then
we scraped a large text dataset related to COVID-19. Next, we constructed a COVID-19 perspective
language model by fine-tuning the bidirectional encoder representations from transformer (BERT) pre-
trained language model. Finally, we defined a new COVID-19-specific knowledge base by extracting
connecting words between COVID-19 entities using the BERT self-attention weight from COVID-19
sentences. Experimental results demonstrated that the proposed Co-BERT model outperforms the
original BERT in terms of mask prediction accuracy and metric for evaluation of translation with
explicit ordering (METEOR) score.

Keywords: deep learning; knowledge graph; text analytics; pre-trained language model; BERT

1. Introduction

Due to the continuous spread of COVID-19, the demand for information from vari-
ous coronavirus-related domains has increased significantly. Such information is usually
generated through various media, papers, and patents, and the amount of new infor-
mation is increasing quickly. As information related to the coronavirus is accumulated
continuously, several methods have been considered to manage this information effec-
tively. These methods typically extract meaningful information from huge datasets and
refine the information to applicable knowledge. Specifically, these methods have been
used to construct new knowledge bases by grasping the intrinsic relationships between
entities from a raw dataset and representing these relationships as refined knowledge or
by applying an existing knowledge base to represent new relationships. In addition, many
attempts have been made to construct knowledge graphs (KGs) that represent knowledge
as a directional network.

The original concept of a knowledge graph was introduced in 1972 [1], and, in 2012,
Google applied this concept to improve the performance of its search engine by construct-
ing a new knowledge graph to create a knowledge graph-based semantic database [2].
A semantic database is a kind of knowledge base that declares relationships between
various entities included in the database as a triple structure and defines entity concepts by
these relationships. Semantic databases are used in various fields, such as ontology and
the Semantic Web. However, differing from a traditionally structured semantic database, a
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knowledge graph can easily join new entities or expand new relationships because it is,
essentially, a network representation of a knowledge base. For example, new knowledge
items extracted from external sources can be created and existing items can be modified,
updated, or removed.

This implies that a KG is easy to update and has excellent expandability. However,
traditional “dictionary-based” or “supervised” knowledge graph construction methods
will not be able to adapt to new vocabulary in new problem domains. This limitation
is emphasized when constructing a domain-focused knowledge graph that cannot be
explained with a pre-built dictionary or dataset, and it is nearly impossible to define
knowledge in cases where information can be added or updated frequently, such as in
the case of the recent COVID-19 pandemic. Figure 1 shows how this limitation affects the
construction of a COVID-19-specific knowledge graph based on a traditional knowledge
graph. Therefore, OpenIE knowledge graph construction techniques prove to be an effective
solution to the problem of knowledge graph generation in the face of evolving knowledge,
as they do not require expensive efforts to annotate new datasets. In keeping with such
flexible approaches, in this paper, we propose a novel OpenIE-format unsupervised relation
extraction method for knowledge graph generation.
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Figure 1. (a) Representing relationships between COVID-19-related entities using a general knowledge graph. In (a), the
graph focuses on generally identified knowledge, such as causality or hierarchical relationships. Entities and relations are
extracted based on the entity dictionary and relation dictionary, respectively. (b) A COVID-19-specific knowledge graph
can explain COVID-19-focused relationships between the entities in the general knowledge graph. This domain-specific
knowledge graph can define novel knowledge that cannot be discovered in the general knowledge graph. The descriptions
or direction of relationships that exist in the general knowledge graph can be modified.
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Figure 1a shows that defining specific roles and the meaning of entities in a specific
field is impossible when constructing a domain-specific knowledge graph using traditional
“dictionary-based” or “supervised” knowledge graph construction methods, because en-
tities and relations are extracted based on previously defined dictionaries. In this figure,
an entity refers to the nodes of the KG, and roles refer to the relation between entities. For
example, two entities, i.e., “disease” and “pandemic” are related by “epidemic of”, which
represents causality in Figure 1a. On the other hand, in Figure 1b the entity “pandemic“
is related to new entity, i.e., “COVID-19”, and these two entities are related by “charac-
terized”, which expresses an expansion of the meaning through the progress of the event.
This difference occurs because, typically, the traditional “dictionary-based” or “supervised”
knowledge graph defines relationships in order to represent the linguistic meaning of
the entities. Therefore, when adding knowledge of a specific domain such as COVID-19
to the existing KG, applying traditional knowledge graph building methods that rely on
predefined human-annotated resources is difficult because it only attempts to represent
the ontological meaning of entities and will not allow rapid adaptability in describing new
knowledge when domain-specific information is added or updated very frequently.

Thus, in this study, we propose a deep learning-based COVID-19 relation extraction
method for knowledge graph construction that does not originate from a traditional
knowledge base. Normally, a pre-built head–relation–tail (HRT)-formatted knowledge base
is used to construct a knowledge graph. However, in specific fields, such as COVID-19,
where relationships between various entities need to be redefined indicating relationships,
using a pre-built general knowledge base is difficult. Rather, it can be more effective to
extract new COVID-19-specific knowledge from COVID-19-related text and add it to a
directional graph. Therefore, our model in Figure 1b attempts to dynamically extract
new relations from given texts using deep learning without any dependence on pre-built
relation dictionaries. Our model is not intended to replace the existing knowledge graph
generation methodology, but rather offers a way to add new knowledge to the existing
knowledge graph. In detail, we proposed an unsupervised learning-based OpenIE system.
Our model can identify a relation between COVID-19-related entities using the attention
weight of our Co-BERT model without any pre-built training dataset.

We introduce an unsupervised COVID-19-relation extraction method for updating
knowledge graphs using the bidirectional encoder representations from transformer (BERT)
pre-trained language model. The proposed method was developed in three steps. First, we
constructed a COVID-19 entity dictionary. Then, we scraped an extremely large news and
scientific paper dataset related to COVID-19. Documents were separated into sentences,
and, using these sentences and the COVID-19 entity dictionary, we constructed a COVID-
19-focused language model by fine-tuning the BERT. Finally, we defined a new COVID-
19-specific HRT-formatted knowledge base by extracting relational words using BERT
self-attention weights from COVID-19 sentences and generated this knowledge base as a
directional knowledge graph. We evaluated the proposed method by measuring our fine-
tuned BERT model’s training accuracy and comparing the proposed method to traditional
knowledge and COVID-19-focused knowledge.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss previous
studies related to the proposed relation extraction method for knowledge graph generation,
and, in Section 3, we explain the proposed method in detail and provide some examples.
In Section 4, we present the results obtained by applying the proposed method using
actual COVID-19-related data and compare the proposed method to an existing model. We
summarize our contributions and provide suggestions for future work in Section 5.

2. Related Work
2.1. Pre-Trained Language Model

A language model assigns contextual probabilities to a sequence of words, and can
be used to predict the probability of an entire sentence or to predict the next word given
a previous sequence of words. Language model research is being actively conducted,
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and language models have demonstrated excellent performance in machine translation,
QnA Chatbot, and knowledge graph generation, which are key areas in natural language
understanding and processing. Natural language processing is divided into two methods,
a statistical method and a method that uses using a neural network. Traditionally, the
statistical method has been used; however, the entire statistical calculation must be repeated
when a new vocabulary item is added. On the other hand, neural networks can infer new
data, and a target network can be fine-tuned based on the weights of a similar, previously
trained model such that the target network can be efficiently expanded. Neural networks
have attracted considerable attention recently.

In particular, deep learning-based language models demonstrate state-of-the-art
(SOTA) performance and have made a leap of progress owing to the concept of atten-
tion mechanism. Well-known representative deep learning-based pre-trained language
models include: the embeddings from language model (ELMo), BERT, the extra long
network (XLNet) [3–5], and generative pre-trained transformer 3 (GPT-3) [6]. ELMo is a
bidirectional language model that uses LSTM to learn text sequences in two directions,
forwards and backwards. BERT is also a bidirectional language model that has been pro-
posed to handle the long-term dependencies problem, which is a chronic limitation of
the LSTM model. It learns based on the self-attention mechanism, which recognizes the
contextual relationship between a specific word and other words in the same sequence.
Especially, the transformer [7] structure adopts this self-attention mechanism and accom-
plishes remarkable performance without using any RNN or LSTM cells. Almost all deep
learning-based pre-trained language models, e.g., XLNet and GPT-3, that were introduced
after BERT are variant models based on this structure. Such language models attempt to
generate a model that universally understands natural language by learning the model
using a huge corpus. The purpose of this type of learning is to improve the performance of
natural language processing by fine-tuning downstream tasks [8–12]. This transfer learning
delivers SOTA performance because it does not need to newly learn a large amount of data.
Among them, BERT is widely used in various fields, and is often implemented in a specific
domain such as with Bio-BERT [13] and Med-BERT [14]. Our method was also inspired by
these studies. However, COVID-19 should be able to deal with COVID-19-related issues
in various fields as well as in a specific field. Therefore, we extracted COVID-19-related
sentences from news articles as well as scientific papers to perform fine-tuning to construct
our Co-BERT model. In this paper, our Co-BERT model is implemented in two versions:
Co-BERT(Vanilla), which uses general BERT as a pre-training model, and Co-BERT(Bio),
which uses Bio-BERT [13] as a pre-training model.

The BERT learning method used in this study can be divided into two categories.
The first is the masked language model (MLM), which is a learning method that predicts
the word by putting a mask on a part of the input word. The second is the next sentence
prediction (NSP) method, which predicts whether the second sentence is the sentence
immediately following the first sentence when two sentences are given. Differing from the
existing left–right language model learning method, which performs learning according
to the sequence of sequences, MLM replaces the word in the middle of the sequence with
a mask and performs learning to predict the word. In general, noise is inserted into 15%
of the input words. Of that 15%, 80% are covered with a MASK token, 10% are another
random word, and 10% are left as is. This increases the generalization performance of
transfer learning by intentionally inserting noise in the model’s learning process. The MLM
is used for various purposes besides building language models [15–17], and our study aims
to present a new application method based on these previous applications. On the other
hand, with NSP, 50% of the input is an actual continuous sentence, and the remaining 50%
is a randomly extracted sentence. Learning is performed to predict whether the sentence is
a continuous sentence or a randomly generated sentence. A language model can effectively
learn general characteristics of the language and the context of sentences using both the
MLM and the NSP method. In this study, using BERT’s MLM model, a mask covers a
pre-defined word and an entity, and the relationship between the words is determined
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through the self-attention weight. We define this relationship as a “triple”, and use it to
build a knowledge base from the perspective of COVID-19.

2.2. Knowledge Graph (KG)

A knowledge graph is a type of knowledge base that Google applied to their informa-
tion retrieval system. Google used this concept to improve search results by expanding
the scope of information related to input queries. For example, if a user searches a specific
person, Google presents basic information about the person, such as their date of birth,
job, organization, and related people. In addition, when a user enters a more detailed
query, such as the place of birth or height, the search engine will return an exact answer.
As a successful implementation of Google’s case, the word “knowledge graph” has been
considered as a representative of an existing knowledge base. Due to the increasing in-
terest in and the improved performance of knowledge graphs, many studies related to
knowledge graphs have been conducted, and the fields that use knowledge graphs are
continuously increasing.

Knowledge graphs were first applied to information retrieval because they allow logical
inference for retrieving implicit knowledge. However, as the artificial intelligence (AI) domain
continues is to develop, and AI applications diversify, many studies have attempted to
apply knowledge graphs to various AI-related domains. Knowledge graphs have been
applied to chatbots and question answering systems. Chatbots are software-based online
human to machine dialog systems [18]. Recent chatbot studies investigated automatic dialog
generation based on human dialog input using AI technologies [19]. Representative uses of
chatbot software are general messenger applications and enterprise messenger systems for
general conversation. Chatbot software can also focus on domain-specific user to machine
interaction systems, such as online shopping mall shopping assistant services and healthcare
applications. Recent studies have used knowledge graphs to enhance chatbot performance.
More specifically, there are general purpose knowledge graph-based chatbots for transferring
knowledge or conducting common conversations [20,21], chatbots for item searching and
questioning in online shopping services [22], chatbots that provide tourism information [23],
and domain-specific chatbots based on knowledge graphs for self-diagnosis, medical system
assistance, and online diagnostic assistance [24–27].

In addition, some studies have proposed new knowledge graph construction methods.
These new methods are generally used to generate domain-specific knowledge graphs.
These methods usually involve extracting and redefining domain knowledge from new
data and representing the domain knowledge as a knowledge graph, because traditional
knowledge graphs will not allow rapid adaptability in describing new relationships in
terms of a specific domain. Various studies have applied these new methods to generate
knowledge graphs for academic search and ranking mechanisms [28,29], user or item
information-based knowledge graphs to construct recommender systems [30–32], and
knowledge graphs for healthcare systems using medical information [33,34]. In addition,
such new construction methods have been used to achieve specific goals, such as to
construct multi-lingual knowledge bases, knowledge graphs for educational assistant
systems, and knowledge graphs for claim-checking services [35–37].

Some studies have attempted to attach a knowledge graph to an AI-based training
model. These studies usually involve “graph embedding”, which converts entities and
relationships in a graph to numeric features. Graph embedding is a type of topological
graph theory whereby objects are mapped to dimensional space. Features generated with
graph embedding can reflect contextual information, such as individual nodes and link
directions, and these features can be used for various calculations, e.g., measuring the
distance between nodes or finding paths. Thus, for example, graph embedding has been
applied to knowledge inference and used to evaluate the quality of a knowledge graph.
Previous studies into knowledge graph embedding have investigated using arithmetic algo-
rithms to generate embedded knowledge graph features [38–40], machine learning-based
knowledge graph embedding [41,42], and knowledge embedding through the addition of
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text data [43]. Recently, some studies have explored the use of deep learning algorithms,
such as convolutional neural networks and recurrent neural networks, to generate embed-
ded knowledge graphs and apply them to the construction of question answering and
recommender systems [44–46].

2.3. Pre-Trained Language Model-Based KG

Methods to construct domain-specific knowledge graphs have also been investigated.
However, because constructing a knowledge graph incurs significant time and computation
costs, many studies into domain-specific knowledge graphs use pre-trained language
models. Pre-trained language models are trained using unsupervised learning, which does
not require labeled data. Therefore, studies that propose methods to construct knowledge
graphs using a pre-trained language model usually also propose adding a small amount of
text data and fine-tuning the model to extract entity to entity relationships. Among various
unsupervised pre-trained language models, BERT, which uses the transformer algorithm,
is frequently applied to construct domain-specific knowledge graphs. When using BERT
to construct a knowledge graph, it is possible to extract knowledge and relationships
from new data that include unseen knowledge; therefore, this method can generate highly
extensible knowledge graphs.

There are two main approaches for constructing knowledge graphs using BERT. The
first approach constructs a knowledge graph by masking specific entities, predicting
them correctly, and extracting them as knowledge [47]. Another approach inputs existing
knowledge bases into BERT and generates a corresponding knowledge graph that can be
expanded continuously [48]. In addition, there is research that emphasizes the compatibility
of knowledge using HRT-formatted sentences that contain knowledge as BERT input data
and then measures the score of the generated knowledge [49]. Other studies predict
relational words to represent a knowledge graph or classify various pre-defined relational
labels of input sentences that include knowledge to generate a knowledge graph [50,51].

Methods for knowledge graph embedding using BERT have also been proposed re-
cently. When using BERT for knowledge graph embedding, it is possible to map contextual
representations that consist of entities and relationships into fixed vector space, and then
infer vectors of new knowledge that does not exist in the model training process. For exam-
ple, a method that uses BERT to extract vectors of sentences that contain general knowledge
has been proposed [52]. Various other studies attempt to derive special vectors that can
achieve a unique goal. For example, a method to transplant a knowledge base into an
intelligent chatbot using BERT-based knowledge graph embedding has been proposed [53].
Embedding an existing knowledge graph using BERT has also been applied to various text
classification tasks and used to increase document classification accuracy [54,55].

2.4. Open Information Extraction (OpenIE)

Open information extraction (OpenIE) is the task of extracting information from a
large-scale text corpus, usually in a form of triples of n-ary propositions [56]. It is useful in
many NLP tasks, such as information retrieval [57], question answering [58], and relation
extraction [59]. In particular, it can be useful for extracting relations without any reliance
on a pre-defined schema. For example, given the sentence “pandemic is an epidemic of
disease”, the triple can be extracted as: pandemic; is an epidemic of; disease.

After the OpenIE system was first proposed by TextRunner [60], several systems
such as ReVerb [61] and Stanford OpenIE [62] were proposed. However, most of these
systems operate on a rule-based basis although they use some NLP techniques for syntactic
parsing and named entity recognition. Recently, a few relation extraction methods based
on machine learning have been proposed. However, most of them perform supervised
learning from a pre-built training set with a triple structure [63,64]. On the contrary, in
this paper, we propose an unsupervised learning-based OpenIE system. In detail, our
model can identify a relation between COVID-19-related entities using BERT without any
pre-built training dataset.
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3. Proposed Methodology
3.1. Research Process

In this section, we explain the proposed COVID-19-specific relation extraction for the
knowledge graph updating method and provide examples. The overall research process is
represented in Figure 2.
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method involves three tasks: (I) COVID-19 entity dictionary construction, (II) Co-BERT construction using the entity
dictionary and COVID-19 news or scientific papers, and (III) HRT-formatted knowledge extraction and knowledge graph
generation using Co-BERT in sequence.

As shown in Figure 2, the overall research process involves extracting relations for
the COVID-19 knowledge base and generating a knowledge graph using a COVID-19-
specific language model trained with COVID-19 sentences and Wikipedia articles. When
constructing the Co-BERT model, we used news articles as a new option to quickly and
automatically extract general knowledge about rapidly changing issues in various domains,
and scientific papers as another option to extract knowledge from the scientific perspective.
However, since there is no significant difference in the detailed methodology regarding
the data, further description will be made mainly based on news data for convenience
of explanation. The COVID-19 entity dictionary construction task involves extracting
useful entities from COVID-19 Wikipedia articles. The COVID-19-specific language model
(Co-BERT) is generated from COVID-19 news, and the entity dictionary and knowledge
graph are generated using COVID-19 knowledge extraction using the proposed Co-BERT.
Specifically, in the dictionary construction task, we extract all candidate items that can be
entities from English Wikipedia COVID-19-related articles and construct the COVID-19
entity dictionary by applying original filters that we defined to all candidate items. In the
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Co-BERT construction task, we split the COVID-19 news into sentences and fine-tuned
them using the COVID-19 entity dictionary using a BERT MLM to construct the COVID-
19-specific language model. Finally, to generate the knowledge graph, we constructed a
COVID-19 triple formatted knowledge repository by extracting relational words that can
explain relationships between all pairs of entities using Co-BERT and represent the entities
and their relationships as a directional knowledge graph.

In the following sections, the detailed process of each task will be explained, and
hypothetical examples will be provided. In Section 4, we will present the results obtained
by applying the proposed method applied to COVID-19 news and Wikipedia articles, and
evaluate the results.

3.2. COVID-19 Dictionary Construction

In this section, we introduce the method used to construct an entity dictionary that
stores various entities that can be nodes of the COVID-19-specific knowledge graph. Vari-
ous methods can be used to construct dictionaries, such as using an existing corpus, e.g.,
WordNet, or part of speech-tagging or syntax analysis to extract terms that have unique
meanings. For a distinct platform, like Wikipedia, information, such as categories, template
types, number of searches, or number of views, are used when extracting available terms.
In this study, we constructed the COVID-19 entity dictionary by defining various filters,
such as filters based on categories or information content, and applying the filters to all
candidate item groups. To construct a COVID-19 entity dictionary, first we extract all candi-
date items from coronavirus 2019 portal articles in the English Wikipedia [65]. Specifically,
we extract available items from all articles that have a hyperlink to other articles. After
collecting all candidate items, we define filtering rules to remove general terms or items
not related to COVID-19, and apply these rules to all candidate entities to construct the
COVID-19 entity dictionary. Table 1 shows some examples of the filtering rules used in
this study.

Table 1. We defined some filters to elaborate the COVID-19 entity dictionary by excluding some
noisy items. Entity terms must deliver one of the smallest units of meaning, so terms that combine
multiple meanings should be removed. For example, “COVID-19 pandemic in the United States”
should be removed from the dictionary because it cannot be regarded as one of the smallest units
of meaning.

Filter ID Filters Defined by Filter ID Filters Defined by

Filter 1 COVID-19 pandemic ~ Title Filter 6 Company Category
Filter 2 by ~ Title Filter 7 Encoding Error Contents
Filter 3 Impact of ~ Title Filter 8 President of ~ Category
Filter 4 list of ~ Title Filter 9 lockdown in (place) Title
Filter 5 pandemic in (place) Title Filter 10 External Link Content

We use item content and category information to define filters and apply them to
all candidate items. For example, in Table 1, Filter 1 and Filter 2 are defined from item
titles, and Filter 6 and Filter 8 are defined from an item’s category information described
in the bottom of Wikipedia articles. Only items not removed by the filtering process are
stored in the COVID-19 entity dictionary, and this dictionary will be used in the Co-BERT
construction and knowledge graph generation.

3.3. Co-BERT Construction

In this step, a new language model from the perspective of COVID-19 is constructed by
fine-tuning BERT’s MLM using the constructed COVID-19 entity dictionary. When learning
MLM, the internal BERT model, a new method that involves masking only the entities
included in the COVID-19 dictionary is used rather than the traditional method of random
masking. The MLM predicts words that will enter MASK by grasping the relationship
and context between surrounding words in a sentence. Through the attention mechanism,
the masked entity and words that are closely related in terms of context are learned to
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receive high attention weight, and the relationship between entities can be inferred. In
other words, constructing Co-BERT with fine-tuning that predicts entities using MLM is
an essential process to extract specialized knowledge. In addition, as the performance of
Co-BERT increases, the knowledge of the HRT structure can be clearly expressed from
the perspective of Covid-19. Therefore, this study aims to guarantee the excellence of the
generated knowledge base by enhancing the performance of Co-BERT.

Figure 3 shows the learning process of our methodology. Co-BERT construction is
divided into three levels: tokenizing, masking, and fine-tuning. First, the input sentence
“COVID-19 originated in Wuhan, Hubei” is divided into tokens using the Co-BERT to-
kenizer. Next, a Co-BERT model is constructed by putting MASK on “Covid-19” and
“Wuhan”, corresponding to entities among the tokens of the divided sentence and perform-
ing learning to predict them.
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In Figure 3, the masked sentence is converted to a number that can be used to learn
text through the BERT tokenizer. The existing BERT tokenizer consists of 30,522 tokens that
are often not properly identified as they do not contain new words related to COVID-19.
For example, the entity “COVID-19“ used in the input sentence is not properly identified
by the general BERT tokenizer, and is divided into “Co”, “VID”, “-”, and “19.” Given that
many of the terms related to COVID-19 are new words, these issues must be addressed to
generate a knowledge graph related to COVID-19. Therefore, in this study, the Co-BERT
tokenizer was built by adding words in the COVID-19 dictionary to the BERT tokenizer in
order to perform tokenization that reflects COVID-19-related entities.

First, the COVID-19 entity dictionary is used in the process of masking the input
sentence. When a specific token of the input sentence is included in the COVID-19 entity
dictionary, masking is performed, and the number of entities subject to masking is limited
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to two per sentence. The entity that appears first in the sentence is the head entity, and the
entity that appears later is the tail entity, and the relationship between the two entities is
learned. In the input sentence in Figure 3, it can be seen that the words “COVID-19” and
“Wuhan” are included in the COVID-19 dictionary, and each has a mask.

The masking process can be classified into four types according to the number of
Covid-19-related entities in the input sentence. The four types are summarized in Table 2.
If there are only two entities in the sentence, masking can be performed on the two entities
directly; however, in other cases, there are several methods. If the number of entities
in a certain sentence is 0, we can exclude the sentence from the training data or we can
randomly select and mask two tokens. When a sentence contains one entity, we can also
exclude the sentence from the training data or we can randomly select and mask one entity
additionally. Even when the number of entities is three or more, there are two cases where
only two of the entities are randomly selected and excluded from the training data.

As described above, the masking method can be applied differently depending on
the number of entities included in the sentence. In Table 2, Version 1 is a method used
as training data only when the number of entities included in the sentence is two, which
ensures that only sentences that can represent the specific perspective of COVID-19 in
learning are used. This method can reflect the perspective of COVID-19 in a direct way.
In addition, since there are only two entities from the perspective of COVID-19 in the
sentence, it is most suitable for HRT triple knowledge extraction. Therefore, in this paper,
we primarily introduce experiments on Version 1 with these characteristics.

Table 2. The method of masking input sentences is divided into four cases (where a COVID-19
entity is not included, 1 COVID-19 entity is included, 2 COVID-19 entities are included, or 3 or more
COVID-19 entities are included), and four versions of the experiment in which masking is performed
in different ways for each case are presented.

Version Entity = 0 Entity = 1 Entity = 2 Entity = 3

Version1 Excluded Excluded 2 Entities Excluding
Version2 Excluded Excluded 2 Entities 2 Random Entities
Version3 Excluded 1 Random Token & 1 Entity 2 Entities 2 Random Entities
Version4 2 Random Tokens 1 Random Token & 1 Entity 2 Entities 2 Random Entities

Sentences that are masked and tokenized pass through the BERT layer and the MLM
layer (Figure 3) in turn and learn to predict the words that will enter MASK. The BERT
layer uses pre-trained weights, and the weights are updated in the MLM layer through
fine-tuning.

3.4. COVID-19-Based Knowledge Generation

COVID-19-based knowledge generation is a process of constructing a knowledge sys-
tem from the perspective of COVID-19 using the Co-BERT model described in Section 3.3.
Specifically, the relation between the head entity and the tail entity is extracted and a
knowledge graph of the HRT structure is generated. Twelve transformer layers are used
for BERT, and twelve heads exist in each layer. The BERT attention weight, which rep-
resents the relationship between words in a sentence, is learned in each of the 12 layers
and 12 attention heads. Since each learns a different context, the weights appear different
depending on the viewpoint [66–70]. This is a major cause of difficulties in interpreting
attention weight in many studies using BERT. To solve this problem, several studies have
proposed a new application of the weight of BERT [71–73]. In this study, we present a
new method of utilizing the BERT attention weight and propose a method of generating a
knowledge graph.

The higher the attention weight learned in each layer and head, the stronger the
compatibility between words in the sentence. Figure 4 is an intermediate product of Co-
BERT learning and is an example of an attention map visualizing the attention weights.
In the attention map, a row represents a criterion word, and a column represents a word
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related to the criterion word. Note that 144 attention maps can be obtained for each layer
and head.
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We present a method to utilize the association between words that can be obtained
through the attention map. In other words, a method to extract the relation between the
head entity and tail entity using the attention weight is proposed. To this end, the word
most related to the two entities is searched for in all attention maps, and the number
of occurrences is counted for each word. For example, in Figure 4, the head entity is
“Covid-19”, which is the most correlated with “originated”, and the tail entity “Wuhan” is
also the most correlated with “originated.” Here, if the number of words with the highest
correlation with entities for 144 attention maps is counted, an aggregate value (Table 3) can
be calculated for each of the two entities. For example, as shown in Table 3, the value of
the cell corresponding to “Covid-19” and “originated” is 12, which means that, among the
144 attention maps for predictions masking “Covid-19” and “Wuhan”, there are a 12 maps
with the highest attention weight of “originated” from the perspective of “Covid-19”.

Table 3. The relationship between each word in the target sentence is shown.

Covid-19 (Head Entity) Wuhan (Tail Entity) Covid-19 * Wuhan

Covid-19 11 4 44
was 7 0 0

originated 12 9 108
in 1 6 6

Wuhan 4 9 36
Hubei 2 15 30

The operator (*) in the 4th column means multiplication of head entity and tail entity.

Words that can define the relationship between two entities were selected by calcu-
lating element-wise production for the aggregated values of each of the two entities. The
fourth column in Table 3 shows the element-wise production value, and the word with the
highest value is defined as the relation of two entity combinations. In other words, the
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relation between “Covid-19” and “Wuhan” is defined as “originated” (with the highest
value of 108). However, in this process, the two words that were the target of masking were
excluded from the relation candidates. In addition, special tokens attached to the front and
back of the sequence were excluded from relation candidates. The proposed method can
construct knowledge from the perspective of COVID-19 with a head–relation–tail (HRT)
structure using the attention weight between words through the above process.

4. Experiment
4.1. Overall

In this section, we evaluate the experimental results obtained by the proposed method
using real data. To implement this experiment, we scraped COVID-19 news data from
01 January 2020 to 30 June 2020 and candidate items from the coronavirus disease 2019
portal in English Wikipedia. The search queries were “COVID-19”, “coronavirus”, “pan-
demic”, etc. Finally, we used approximately 100,000 sentences from news data and a filtered
entity dictionary. The experimental environment was constructed using the PyTorch deep
learning framework in Python 3.7.

We also conducted experiments on scientific papers in consideration of the medical
and scientific nature of COVID-19. We used data from the “COVID-19 Open Research
Dataset Challenge (CORD-19)”, which is a scientific paper dataset on COVID-19 publicly
available in kaggle. From 400,000 abstracts of the papers, approximately 100,000 COVID-
19-related sentences were randomly selected and used for training. Unlike news from a
general and popular viewpoint, scientific papers were written from the viewpoint of a
specialized domain, so experiments were conducted using Bio-BERT [13] as well as Vanilla
BERT for fine-tuning. The performance comparison of Co-BERT(Vanilla), a version using
Vanilla BERT for pre-training, and Co-BERT(Bio), a version using Bio-BERT for pre-training,
is made in the evaluation section.

4.2. Constructing the COVID-19 Dictionary

Here, we present the results of extracting candidate items from Wikipedia’s coron-
avirus disease 2019 portal and constructing the entity dictionary with COVID-19-related
items extracted from all candidate items using filters. We extracted 24,845 candidate items
from Wikipedia articles in the coronavirus portal with a hyperlink to other Wikipedia
pages. Then, we defined several filters to extract the COVID-19-related entities used in a
knowledge graph and selected valid entities by applying the defined filters to all items.
Here, 12,196 entities were extracted from the 24,845 items, and these entities were used to
construct the COVID-19 entity dictionary. Table 4 shows examples of the filtered entities.

Table 4. Samples of the entity dictionary filtered from the Wikipedia coronavirus disease 2019 portal items.

No. Entities No. Entities No. Entities No. Entities

1 Pandemic 11 Hand washing 21 Zoonosis 31 Herd immunity
2 Wuhan 12 Social distancing 22 Pangolin 32 Epidemic curve
3 Fatigue 13 Self-isolation 23 Guano 33 Semi log plot
4 Anosmia 14 COVID-19 testing 24 Wet market 34 Logarithmic scale
5 Pneumonia 15 Contact tracing 25 COVID-19 35 Cardiovascular disease
6 Incubation period 16 Coronavirus recession 26 Septic Shock 36 Diabetes
7 COVID-19 vaccine 17 Great Depression 27 Gangelt 37 Nursing home
8 Symptomatic treatment 18 Panic buying 28 Blood donor 38 Elective surgery
9 Supportive therapy 19 Chinese people 29 Cohort study 39 Imperial College
10 Preventive healthcare 20 Disease cluster 30 Confidence interval 40 Neil Ferguson

4.3. Constructing Co-BERT

Here, we present the results of constructing the Co-BERT pre-learning language model
from the perspective of COVID-19 using the collected news and COVID-19 dictionary. The
collected 100,000 COVID-19-related news articles which were divided into sentences to
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form a data pool of approximately 200,000. By performing the Version 1 masking shown in
Table 2, 15,000 training datasets were constructed. The COVID-19-specific training dataset
was used to fine-tune the construction of the final Co-BERT model.

Co-BERT learned a perspective specific to the COVID-19 situation. This is confirmed
from the mask prediction result obtained using Co-BERT. Figure 5 shows the results of
predicting masks in each sentence by the general BERT and Co-BERT models. As shown,
the general BERT completed the sentence from a general perspective; however, Co-BERT
clearly predicted the sentence from a COVID-19 perspective.
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4.4. Generating COVID-19-Based Knowledge

This section presents the results of extracting the word representing the relation between
the head entity and tail entity using the Co-BERT model, and a part of the result of generating
the extracted knowledge base specialized for COVID-19 as a knowledge graph. The extracted
knowledge base and visualized knowledge graph are shown in Table 5 and Figure 6.
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Table 5. Some knowledge triples specific to COVID-19 derived through the Co-BERT model
are shown.

No Head Entity Relation Tail Entity

1 People died Disease
2 Disease called COVID-19
3 COVID-19 confirmed Nigeria
4 China lockdown Wuhan
5 Wuhan suspended Public Transportation
6 People leaving Wuhan
7 Pneumonia caused by COVID-19
8 WHO declare Pandemic
9 COVID-19 characterized Pandemic
10 Pneumonia is Inflammation
11 People sharing False Information
12 Disease originated Wuhan
13 COVID-19 reported China
14 Nigeria control Disease
15 WHO recognized Pathogen
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4.5. Evaluation
Co-BERT

In this section, we evaluate the Co-BERT model’s performance evaluation result, which
was used to construct the knowledge graph. It is hard to conduct quantitative experiments
on whether knowledge was well extracted. Instead, we attempt to indirectly show that the
model works well by analyzing how accurately the masked entities were created from a
COVID-19 perspective rather than the general perspective.

Here, we measured first the average mask prediction accuracy using pure BERT on
general text. In addition, we performed the same task with COVID-19-related text and
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identified reduced prediction accuracy. Finally, we measured the Co-BERT model’s average
prediction accuracy on COVID-19-related text and observed increased model performance
compared to the pure BERT model. In each task, we observed each model’s prediction
accuracy after masking two words from sentences for various perspective evaluations, to
establish three measuring standards. We have three evaluation criteria. The first criterion
scores 1 point when the model predicts all two words accurately (tight criterion). The
second scores 0.5 points when the model predicts an only a single word accurately (in
between). Finally, the last evaluation criterion scores 1 point when the model predicts at
least one word accurately (loose criterion).

The metric for evaluation of translation with explicit ordering (METEOR) score is a
metric used in machine translation or text generation applications. The METEOR score
evaluates model performance by calculating the weighted harmonic mean with precision
and recall from unigram matching rates between the original text and the generated text. In
addition, the METEOR score considers linguistic characteristics like contextual similarities
or word-to-word relationships simultaneously. Here, we used the METEOR score to
evaluate semantic similarity between the original text and the generated text from mask
prediction. We used about 2000 COVID-19-related texts and 10,000 general texts for this
evaluation. The results are summarized in Figure 7; Figure 8 with prediction accuracy.

Figure 7a compares the accuracy of predicting general sentences and COVID-19-
related sentences with a pure BERT model. In this experiment, the pure BERT model shows
significantly lower accuracy in predicting COVID-19-related sentences than in predicting
general sentences, implying the need for a domain-specific model to understand COVID-
19-related sentences more properly. Additionally, Figure 7b shows the experimental results
predicting COVID-19-related sentences with various models. In this experiment, we
compare the accuracy of three models such as a pure BERT model without fine-tuning, a
Co-BERT(Vanilla) model that was fine-tuned with the COVID-19-related sentences from
news articles after pre-training with Vanilla BERT, and a Co-BERT(Bio) model that was
fine-tuned with the COVID-19-related sentences from news articles after pre-training with
Bio-BERT. As a result of the experiment, the accuracy of the pure BERT model was lower
than those of the Co-BERT models, and the accuracy of Co-BERT(Vanilla) and Co-BERT(Bio)
do not show a significant difference. Similarly, Figure 8 compares the prediction accuracy
when two models of Co-BERT(Vanilla) and Co-BERT(Bio) are applied to scientific papers.
In this experiment, unlike the experiment using news data (Figure 7b), the Co-BERT(Bio)
shows a noticeably higher accuracy than that of Co-BERT(Vanilla).
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5. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a deep learning-based relation extraction method for
COVID-19 knowledge graph generation. Specifically, we proposed an unsupervised
learning-based OpenIE system which can identify a relation between COVID-19-related
entities using BERT without any pre-built training dataset. In situations where information
is added or updated rapidly, e.g., with COVID-19, a new knowledge system that flexibly
reflects the rapidly changing situation is required. We constructed an entity dictionary
from a COVID-19 perspective, and then we extracted relations between COVID-19 entities
using the attention weight of our Co-BERT model.

The target topic that our Co-BERT model attempts to describe is COVID-19. However,
COVID-19 is not a topic that belongs to one specific domain, but rather is a topic that is
entangled in various domains. Therefore, we need to extract the relations related to the
COVID-19 entities from general documents such as news articles that contain knowledge of
COVID-19 from various perspectives, not from technical or scientific documents containing
specialized knowledge of any specific domain [74]. News articles are also far more advan-
tageous than scientific articles in terms of timeliness. Additionally, we utilized Wikipedia
when constructing the entity dictionary because it requires relatively new words due to the
character of the COVID-19 issue. However, we have not been able to conduct quantitative
experiments on whether the knowledge was well extracted. Instead, we indirectly showed
that the model works well by experimenting with how accurately the masked entities
were created from a COVID-19 perspective rather than a general perspective by analyzing
METEOR scores.

Co-BERT is expected to contribute to the practical aspect of maintaining knowledge
in rapidly changing circumstance. In future, we expect that the proposed method will
be applied to constructing specialized knowledge bases in various fields from different
perspectives. In the current study, an experiment was conducted using only one of several
methods to construct an entity dictionary and extract the relations. Thus, in future, it will
be necessary to conduct experiments on various entity dictionary construction methods. In
addition, it is necessary to elaborate on the relation extraction method using attention.
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